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may be again subdivided. In order to 
determine the proper length of the line 
from a, let & be equal to thet rue mea 
sure of the side. Make L D on the hori 
zontal line equal to L E and from C and 
V draw any two convenient lines parallel 
to each other, and make D e equal to S. 
Then draw eL, cutting C fat f and make 
a f and a g on the base line each equal to 

From / and g draw lines towards C, 
meeting a h at A, and a i at i; on these 

points raise perpendiculars to meet the 

upper edges at k and I. Through I and 
about midway between numbers 1 and 2, 
draw Z, ra, meeting the diagonal b at ra, 
then join ra h, which completes the figure, 
the whole of the necessary points being 
within the boundaries of the paper, and 
thus superseding the difficulty of inaccess 
ible vanishing points. The construction of 
the figure may seem at first complex, but 
a little practice will enable the sketcher, 
in determining his lines, to dispense with 

points and the ruler altogether, except 
where occasionally the use of his pencil 
may be desirable to afford a perfectly 
straight line. 

In this example (Fig. 201 the horizon 
tal lines forming the wooa work in front 
of the building, and those of the roof are 

oblique to the plane of the picture, and 
T?iivA a tp.nrlp.np.v to noints considerablv 

beyond the limits of the paper, but the dif 

ficulty is met by the rule already laid down, 
in reference to cut 19, which is here exemplified 
in application to a pictorial object. 

The oblique lines of the gable are represented 
according to their angle of obliquity, and their 

position in relation to the plane of the picture ; 
but for general sketching purposes it will be suffi 

cient to draw diagonals as described in Fig. 21. 
In the diagram (Fig. 21), or in any sketch to 

which the rules of its construction apply, the 

lines of the unseen parts of the structure, which 
are here dotted, may be lightly put in with a 

pencil, so that when the visible lines and sur 

faces are represented, the light lines may be 

effaced. The diagonals a g, e b, &c., being 
drawn, perpendiculars are raised on their inter 

sections at x, that in front being made equal 
to the assumed height of the gable, as f (or 
the height of the apex of the pediment, if there 

be one), and draw the oblique lines e ft and fg. 
If the roof project, as in Fig. 20, produce 

outwards the horizontal lines of the walls and 

the edge of the roof to the apparent extent, as at 

e 1 ; and draw a line from 1 towards the proper 

vanishing point, which will give the point 2. 

Now produce the lower lines a Z, and b 4, mak 

ing a 3 equal to e 1 ; then a line from 3 towards 

the vanishing point will give the point 4 and 

the junction 1 4, and 2 8 will give diagonals in 

tersecting at o, whence a perpendicular is raised, 

meeting the line f/produced, at 5, then 1 5 and 
2 5 supply the oblique lines of the projecting 
roof. 

Thus in the construction of this figure every 
necessary point is found within the limits of 

paper, although a relation could at once be es 

tablished with the vanishing points, if requi 
site. 

The structure represented in Fig. 22, may be 
drawn according to instruction given in refer 
ence to diagram No. 19. 

Then, as before, let C ? equal one-third of 
the true distance of the eye, and L and M re 

spectively equal one-third of the distance of the 
true vanishing points from the centre of view C. 

Through the corresponding numbers 3 and 3, 
or 2 and 2 (see Fig 22), draw a line, tending to 

the true vanishing point of the horizontal lines 
of the wall, in which three openings or windows, 
with their piers, are to be represented according 
to their proper scale of relation. 

This usually effected by drawing a line from 

a, or b, parallel to the horizontal line on which 

the geometrical measures of the piers and win 

dows are marked off from a or b, whichever 

may be adopted. But in this case a confusion 

of lines would ensue from the adoption of such 
a course ; an inconvenience which may be ob 

viated by drawing from b a line parallel to that 

running through 2 and 2, and marking the win 

dows and piers upon it in their proportionate 
geometrical widths from b to x. Then a line 

drawn from through the corner of the wall at 

d, to meet that through % 2 at 
y, gives a point 

(y) towards which lines from all the divisions 
on bx may be drawn, to divide the upper line of 

the wall, as seen in the figure; from which di 

visions, perpendiculars may be dropped, show 

ing the proportionate diminutions of the widths. 

Determine the lower lines of the windows, as 

at n, on the line ab ; and let o be the height 
of the chord of the arch from the bottom of the 

windows, and the height from the chord to 

the apex of the arch, and from these points 
nop, draw lines towards the vanishing point of 

the line b d, which, by crossing the perpendicu 
lars, will decide the heights of the windows. 

The point for the apex of each arch may be 

found by means of diagonals. 
(To be Continued.) 
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LETTERS ON PORTRAIT PAINTING. 
no. r. 

[We have the gratification of presenting to ; 

our readers the first of a series of letters upon 

portrait painting, writteti for the Bulletin by a 

distinguished American artist, whose own ex 

cellence in tliis department entitles his opinions 

to th/e Vighest respect. They are in the form 

of communications from a teacher to his pupil, 

and will be found of great value not only to the 

professional reader but to the general student 

of art.] 

I am glad to leara. that you have determined 

to devote your- whole attention to art as a pro 
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fession, instead of occasionally indulging in it 
as an amusement. Your resolution to paint 
portraits is to be commended ; and let me im 

press upon you the importance of making a 

thorough study of this branch of art and of in 

fusing into it those higher excellencies which 

belong to the great works of the best historical 
and poetic painters. Many young beginners 
imagine that they may paint portraits hurried 

ly and thoughtlessly for a few years, till they have 
made enough money to enable them to devote 
all their powers to high art. Meantime they 
despise and detest the labor of portrait-painting, 
which they pursue as a sort of slavery?now 
and then throwing off a composition of figures 
full of wretched clumsy painting, which they 
excuse by saying their time is so engrossed 
by manufacturing portraits, or " pot-boilers 

" as 

they are jocosely styled. Do not permit your 
self to indulge any such delusive ideas. Re 
solve to be a great portrait painter, and. when 

you have really become so?let me tell you, you 
will be a great artist and a great man. If you 
fancy that such a position is to be acquired 
easily in a short time, you are vastly mistaken. 
There is no greater mistake than to suppose 

portraiture is an easily acquired art and demands 

only second or third-rate abilities. There are 
no very fine portraits except by painters who 
were familiar with the principles of historical 

painting, and their portraits are among their 
best works. Remember the portrait of Julius 
II. by Raphael ; having once seen it, you can 
never forget the vivid impression its character 

makes on the brain. It will haunt you* always 
as though you had seen him risen from the 

dead. Think of Titian's portraits?their eyes 
read the soul; and Vandyck's?there is that 

manly dignity arid nobleness about his Cavaliers 

which brook no insult. 
It is a common thing to sneer at portraiture 

as a low branch of art?the constant pursuit of 
which is unworthy the ambition of a true artist. 

"Is he anything more than a portrait painter ?" 
is sometimes inquired in a contemptuous tone? 
and if nothing more can be said, the painter is 

thought to be a dull hum-drum fellow without 
a speck of invention. To be sure, the painter's 

champion?some artistic lady, in whose album 
he has sketched with bold touches, and who 
has been immortalized by his pencil in the cha 

racter of a Sibyl with red drapery in the histori 
cal style?or perhaps rigged out in the finery oi 
an Italian peasant girl, and made a centre-piece 
at the academy exhibition,?will advocate his 
cause. " 

Oh, yes," cries she to the romantic girl 
who has asked the question, 

" he paints fancy 
pieces?have you never seen his Corinna'1.?It 
was the most admired effort in the academy?it 
has the very expression of Raphael's Fornari 
na?I don't know why he should have asked 
me to sit for it?though they tell me I have the 
Italian expression?the boddice was perfectly 

splendid, the richest coloring you ever saw?yoi 

ought to sit to him for a St.] Catharine?you havt 

such a pious character of face?his likenesses 
are not good?but then he idealizes?and tha 

requires genius." In this way every portrai 
painter who is afraid to trust to the truth anc 

vigor of his pictures?rises to a fashionable re 

putation for taste and genius?by judicious flat 

tery to the lady of a coterie. 
If you have determined to paint chiefly por 

traits, and mean to attain a solid excellence ii 

this walk of art, allow me to suggest a few hints. 
Of the utmost importance in the outset is the 

habit of close and undivided attention to the 

object of study. Acquire the habit of thorough, 
patient, minutely careful observation of the 
matter you would represent. At first, your at 
tention as a student will be directed to drawing 
in outline from engravings, then from fragments 
of the antique, and finally from life. As a 
means of habituating the eye and hand to the 
most perfect accuracy in drawing, you will find 
it useful to copy engraved outlines of a large size 
from hands, feet, head, etc., after the best draw 

ings and studies of masters. Never leave a 

drawing once commenced?though it be but the 
outline of an eye?till you have carried it to the 
utmost perfection?and when finished, test the 

exactness of your imitation by measurement? 

by which means you will know where your mis 
takes lie. Never depend on actual measure 

ment, while the drawing is in progress?but fix 
all proportions and distances by the eye. 

If you once acquire the habit of unconquer 
able faithfulness in what you attempt, it will be 
of inestimable service in all your after efforts 
in art. 
The first requisite to success (the original 

faculty being supposed) js the power of perfect 
imitation. On this all higher excellences are 

based. Many studenjts in their lazy impatience 
despise close imitation and minute finishing? 
flattering themselves they are doing better and 
nobler by bold dashes at the general effect. 

They think it manly to splash the colors and 
shadows about the canvas?producing, by ran 

dom hap-hazard bravado, a coarse effective re 

semblance to their model, which is after all 
crude and incorrect in all its parts. Whatever 

you draw or paint, while a student especially, 
make as perfect as possible?give yourself no anx 

iety about a free style of handling?it will fol 
low of itself by experience. 

In portraiture you will observe that all the 

higher excellencies depend on this basis for their 

perfect development, for no man can well judge 
what peculiarities in his model may be omit 

ted, or to what extent he may soften, modify, 
or change the features of his sitter, unless he 

goes to his work with eye and hand so train 

ed that he could if he chose set down all with 
the greatest truth and exactness. He must first 
be able to do this, and then, let him try experi ' 
ments at idealizing. . 

All the qualities of a portrait are of course 

referable either to the sitter or painter, and 

again to the outward and inward, or physical and 
mental peculiarities of each. 

The external qualities of the sitter are the 
first presented to view?and these, whether of 

feature, color, or posture?you may reproduce 
by a close imitation of lines, shades, and colors. 

Within this, however, lies the character, the 
soul of your sitter, not always so distinctly de 

veloped as that you may catch it, except by the 

faculty of arousing his attention, interesting and 
\ drawing out the mind, throwing him off his 

: guard, and at happy moments when the mind is 
; shining through the outward form, quickly 
[ catching and fixing the fleeting expressions on 
. your canvas. To do this, requires the wits to 
- be all awake, for you must give your mind: ii 

it were possible, all to the conversation with 
- 

your sitter, and all to the execution of your 

work, an attention passing quickly as lightning 

from one to the other, and the eye skillful, and 
hand rapid and dexterous, are all important. 

When the finest traits of character are forc 

ibly expressed in a portrait and combined with 
the graces of execution, a noble work of art is 

produced. Such portraits are among the mcst 

interesting works of the great masters of art. 
To fix for ever in imperishable color, the win 

ning charms of lovely women has been always 
the great delight of portraitApainters. You will 

study toexpress, as did Raphael, their modesty, 
gentleness, affection, purity. Or, when you find 
it (for possibly you may), to portray, as did . 

Lely, their vanity, love of admiration, coquetry, 
alluring smiles, soft blandishments, and amor 
ous glances?or like Vandyke?you may look 
rather to perpetuate the courtly elegance of 
their carriage, the grace of manner, the calm 

matronly dignity, the mildness and unimpassion 
ed suavity of high-bred refinement recommend 
ed by beauty of color, and richness and taste 
in costume. 

At another time I will write, and enter more 

minutely into the principles of portrait-painting, 
and it may require several letters to explain at 

large my views on the subject. Give then your 
whole mind to it. Whatever you do in the way 
of preparatory study, let it be wrought out with 
the minutest perfection. Finish with the most 

exquisite delicacy the finger-nails of the cast of 
a hand you are now drawing from, aud think it 

very important. By so doing you will lay a 
foundation for excellence and fame. H. 

A MUSEUM OF COPIES. 

[We translate the greater part of an article on 
this subject, lately published in the Illustration, 
by M. Dupays, the intelligent Fine-Art critic of 
that journal. It was suggested by recent changes 
in the arrangement of the Louvre Collection. Gal 
leries intended to illustrate the complete history 
of art. and containing specimens of every cele 
brated painter, are not yet needed in this coun 

try. But a collection of copies of the master 

pieces of the different schools, would be a most 
valuable adjunct to our academies of design. 
All the reasoning in its favor in the following 
article applies with still greater force to this 

country, where we have no original specimens 
whatsoever. Why might not the principle of 
associated effort, which has effected so much in 
other enterprises, be applied also to this 1 Sup 
posing the city of New-York should provide a 

gallery, in connection with the School of Design 
of the Free Academy, are there not numerous 

public bodies interested in literature and public 
education, which would each appropriate a few 
hundred dollars and contribute different works 
to the proposed collection, and are there not 

many individuals who would cheerfully do the 
same thing, particularly as they might, there 

by, at small cost, acquire considerable fame and 
distinction 1 The only systematic attempt that 
we have heard of in the United States, to collect 
a museum of copies, is that now making by the 

Maryland Historical Society at Baltimore. They 
have already purchased a copy of Raphael's 

Madonna di San Sisto and Correggio's Nolle, 
and commissioned one of Paul Veronese's Mar ' 
ringe at Cana. At our last advices on this sub 

ject, the Committee had -in view, for future or 

ders, Domenichino's Communion of St. Jerome, 
Titian's Peter Martyr, and Tintoretto's Miracle 
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